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Foreword
In the next decade, mining and metals
companies will adopt new technologies and
become part of the world’s decarbonization
journey. This transformation could lead to
safer work, higher paying jobs and better
quality of life. But it will also require a
dramatic change in skillsets—for which
the industries are not prepared.
Even after upskilling the vast majority of their current
workforce, most companies will still experience skills
gaps in their local labor markets.
Over six months in 2021, the World Economic Forum’s
Mining and Metals Future of Work Taskforce conducted
a Global Talent Innovation Initiative to tackle this issue.
A diverse working group from four continents collaborated
to define the skills the industries will need and assess
where and how this talent will be sourced.

Working with future talent, industry stakeholders and

talent—offering purpose, autonomy, independence

partners—and using innovation hubs and the SkyHive

and innovation. They will also need to engage very early

Quantum Labor Analytics Platform—the initiative has

in the recruitment journey to overturn old fashioned

taken a deep dive into the future of mining and metals

assumptions about the sector.

talent, looking at:
At the same time, the traditional approach of ‘buying’
• The forces shaping future capability requirements
• Aspirational workforce profiles

need ‘build’, ‘borrow’ and ‘boomerang’ sourcing strategies.

• Future talent journeys

These are not cosmetic changes. To pull them off,

• Future employee value propositions (EVPs)

architecture, supported by cultural transformation.

• Strategic talent sourcing options
This paper summarizes the initiative’s findings. It confirms
that automation is only one of a series of powerful forces

the industries will need a radical shift in their talent

We hope this paper gives mining and metals companies
vital insights in how to attract, engage and retain talent
for the future.

shaping the industries—and that a significant proportion
of the future mining and metals workforce will need new
and scarce skills. It makes clear that traditional recruitment
pathways and strategies are no longer relevant.
Future generations will not be swayed by EVPs centered
purely around compensation. The mining and metals
industries need to change their narratives when attracting
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talent will be increasingly ineffective. Companies will
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3 Future scenarios
Until recently, conversations about
the future of mining and metals have
focused largely on technology advances.
The discussions included how fully
autonomous operations and almost
all human operators working remotely
would make the industries significantly
safer and more productive. Certainly,
the pandemic has accelerated the need
to enable automated operations on site,
as mine sites saw temporary closures
and many employees transitioned to
hybrid work and work from home.

However, emerging technologies are not the only
factors weighing heavily on future business models.
The urgency of climate adaptation and the need to
navigate geopolitical uncertainty also have the power
to dramatically reshape the business environment.
The work of the Global Talent Innovation Initiative to
explore possibilities for potential future roles began by
defining three extreme cases that may overlap to create
new scenarios for the future, with reference to the skills
profiles of eight capabilities, including entrepreneurship,
innovation and stakeholder management. The working
group concluded that, depending on their vision,
strategy and geography, the future for most mining
and metals companies will likely be shaped by some
combination of 1) technology, 2) ESG (environmental,
social and governance) and 3) geopolitical drivers.
Note: these scenarios do not include the analysis of
changing dynamics of the demand side of the industries.
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1.

High-tech
leader
In this scenario, companies have invested
heavily in digital transformation, leading
to data-led decisions, automated supply
chains and operations and a high level of
business resilience.1 Core skills revolve
around entrepreneurship, emerging
technologies, and creativity and
innovation. Administration and physical
labor have been largely automated,
leaving behind few traditional roles.

Skills profile

Key themes

Stakeholder management

4IR (Fourth Industrial Revolution): In the coming decades,

Entrepreneurship

technology will both significantly improve productivity and
also remove many traditional jobs. Connected worker and
remote operations centers represent a cumulative value to
industries of USD $165 billion and a potential annual value

AI/IoT/cloud/machine learning

of $53 billion by 2025.2

Cultural/emotional intelligence

Cyber security: As OT (operational technology) is integrated

Administration
Creativity & innovation

with IT, increasingly sophisticated threat actors can gain access
to a company’s IT network, infect critical equipment and do
real damage.
Innovation: Technology will drive innovation, including in ESG
areas, such as finding an alternative to using cyanide to leach

Physical labor

gold from ore and identifying new ways to extract rare earth
elements from recycled material.

Business resilient organization
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2.

ESG leader
In this scenario, companies have focused
on ESG adaptation to attract potential
investors and future talent, requiring
new capabilities. Cultural and emotional
intelligence and stakeholder management
become core skills as companies focus
on achieving their ESG targets. The key
high-tech leader skills are still of interest
but less important to these companies.

Skills profile

Key themes

Stakeholder management

Climate change: The mining and metals sector is widely

Entrepreneurship

perceived as a major contributor of global greenhouse gas
emissions. To meet shareholder, employee and customer
expectations, companies will need to reduce emissions
up and down their value chain.

AI/IoT/cloud/machine learning
Cultural/emotional intelligence

Community conflict: The mining and metals industries
must continue to proactively engage with local communities
to build trust and establish a social license to operate.
Well-managed minerals and metals can be a source of

Administration

significant revenue for developing countries, revenue that—
when collected and distributed transparently—can support

Creativity & innovation

national investments in health, education, infrastructure and

Physical labor

Safety: 2019 recorded the highest fatality frequency rate

other sectors crucial to a country’s growth and prosperity.

since recording began in 2012.3 Companies must continue
Business resilient organization

to improve safety for both their workforce and the
communities impacted by mining operations.
Inclusion and diversity: Women fill less than one-fifth
of the leadership roles across global mining companies—
just one of the diversity challenges the industry is facing.4
To attract and retain future talent and drive innovation,
companies must continue to increase diversity.
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3.

Geopolitically
adept
In this scenario, companies navigate the
disruptive forces of both globalization
and localization, including regulatory
constraints, as governments become
more active in decision-making across
the industries. Government relations
have become more central to operations,
requiring administration and stakeholder
management skills. Digitization slows
down, making these businesses less
resilient and requiring fewer emerging
technology and entrepreneurship
capabilities than in other scenarios.
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Skills profile

Key themes

Stakeholder management

US-China relations: Industries need to be continually

Entrepreneurship

prepared for disruptions to supply chains and the possibility
of tariffs/bans on imports.
Protectionism: Populist countries may enact protectionist

AI/IoT/cloud/machine learning
Cultural/emotional intelligence

policies that limit trade with other countries. Firms must put
strategies in place to ensure alternatives to key importers of
goods if trade is restricted.
Climate policy: Companies need to implement ESG measures

Administration

to accommodate current and emerging policy, including the
significant US Plan for Climate Change and Environmental

Creativity & innovation
Physical labor

Justice, the European Green Deal, China’s Carbon Neutrality
target date of 2060 and events such as COP26 in Glasgow.
Employment models: National lockdowns and limited
migration mean companies need to examine their employment

Business resilient organization

models and talent pipelines. In Australia, ongoing lockdowns
have reduced the number of fly-in fly-out (FIFO) workers.
Border closures in South Africa have prevented the entry
of many migrant workers from Mozambique and Lesotho.
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9 Future workforce profiles
Given the future operating scenarios,
the role profiles of the people working
in the mining and metals industries in
the next decade are likely to be radically
different in terms of their skillsets,
diversity and motivation from those in
the current workforce. Investment and
reskilling can help companies optimize
operations and retain talent that may
otherwise have been displaced.

Each of the profiles illustrates:
Role activities: Potential day-to-day activities of each
profile identified by the core group in workshop discussions.
Key skills: Common skills of each profile identified
by the core group in workshop discussions.
Labor market skill supply and demand: The most
common skills in supply and demand based on SkyHive

Communication
Stakeholder management
Analytics skills

analysis of hiring needs as well as resumes from data
collected globally across 1,272 mining companies.
The following nine aspirational future workforce profiles

The working group defined a holistic view of the

showcase the breadth of the future skillsets the industry

types of roles and desirable skills, characteristics and

would need to succeed in the coming years. Many of

behaviors expected to be prevalent going into the

the common skills are new capability priorities for the

future. It created nine aspirational future workforce

industries, including soft skills, analytical skills and an

profiles based on the future scenarios and inspired

innovation mindset.

by emerging job roles within the World Economic

Common key skills

Influence
Responsibility
Innovation mindset
Geopolitical knowledge

Forum Future of Jobs Report 2020. Profiles were then
augmented with global labor market data from SkyHive.
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1.

High-tech leader

Artificial intelligence
Role activities

Key skills

Data translation; understanding and aligning operational processes
with data flow and key metrics for success

Laura

Define how to use AI to better plan and execute across operations
Define process automation, robotics, Edge Intelligence and plan
for mainstream availability of 5G

Laura is an innovative and analytical individual
with a background in computer science and
mathematics. She is primarily motivated by
the challenge of transforming the industries
and the total rewards associated with the
difficulty of the role.
SkyHive analysis indicates a gap between
what employers are looking for in terms of
AI capabilities and the skillsets in the market.
This may be due in part to AI being an emerging
role, with yet to be defined prerequisites.
While the role will become clearer and more
standardized in time, in the short term, employers
must be prepared to upskill or reskill new talent
to ensure an adequate pipeline of this essential
future capability. Technically minded operational
team members could be ideal candidates for
upskilling, leveraging their process knowledge
and innate mathematical capabilities.

Work with Industrial Automation Specialists and PLC
(programmable logic controller) and SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition) systems

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Data analytics

Analytical
thinking

Organizational skills

Responsibility

Ability
to learn

Operational
awareness

Communication
skills

Innovation, research and development
Change leadership

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the artificial
intelligence area

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Deep learning

AI

67%

6

IT management

70%

1

93%

Responsibility

5

96%

Leadership

73%

% of total job postings
under the artificial
intelligence area

4

83%

2

Software
development

Responsibility

28%

3

6

ML

Management

90%

Accuracy

7

30%

1

49%

Python

5

53%

Computer
science

37%

3
ML

4

48%

AI

38%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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2.

High-tech leader

Data scientist/analysis
Role activities

Key skills
Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Collaborate with product design and engineering (as well
as HR/corporate relations/other functions) to develop an
understanding of needs

Yuri

With mining and metals organizations
continuing to develop digital technologies,
SkyHive analysis suggests this role continues
to be in relatively high demand compared to
supply. Given the difference between supply
and demand, employers should consider building
this role from scratch. Alternatively, employers
could look for skill similarities between the
role and prospective employees—even if they
currently lack a data science qualification.

Analytical
thinking

Critical thinking skills

Enable smarter business processes—and implement analytics
for meaningful insights
Communicate findings (and conveying meaning/insights)
to all stakeholders

Yuri is an analytical and innovative individual
with a background in statistics amd a desire
to build upon and execute creative ideas.
Her key activities involve communication,
collaboration and research.

Entrepreneurialism

Problem
solving

Networking skills

Research and devise innovative statistical models for data analysis

Data
visualization

Innovation mindset

Keep current with technical and industry developments
Statistics

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the data scientist/
analysis area
6

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Business data
analytics

Data science

49%

Research

54%

1

80%

Data research

5
SQL

89%

64%

4

% of total job postings
under the data scientist/
analysis area

7

2

Scientific
data analysis

Data science

40%

3

6

Python

Computer
science

77%

ML

69%

59%

78%

1

Data research

5
ML

96%

65%

3
Python

4

73%

Business
data analytics

66%

Sources: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021); Job Description Template: Data Scientist,
LinkedIn: https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/resources/talent-engagement/job-descriptions/data-scientist
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3.

High-tech leader

Digital transformation
Role activities

Key skills

Overseeing internal changes that the company will have to undergo
(internal program changes/governance)

Javier

Javier is an innovative individual with significant
technical knowledge and strategic thinking
capabilities. He is motivated by the ability to
have autonomy over his work.
Digital transformation capabilities are relatively
mature and commonplace in the industries after
10-15 years of ongoing technology investment.
As a result, SkyHive analysis shows clear
commonalities between the top four skills that
employers desire and the skills listed in candidates’
resumes. Employers should consider how they
can upskill digital transformation talent into more
advanced future roles to retain talent and build
new organizational capabilities.

Identify main challenges/bottlenecks needed to be worked through
Working on the product portfolio (and stakeholder management)—
assess effectiveness of digital transformation, including the
identification and assessment of tools
Articulate digital strategy to the commercial client (e.g., how does
it connect to the business—enabling the broader business)

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Technical knowledge

Analytical
thinking

Critical thinking skills

Strategic
thinking

Responsibility

Communication
skills

Innovation mindset

Assess cultural changes required to enable digital transformation
(internal and external)
Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the digital
transformation area

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Operation
management

Digital literacy

50%

6
Business
strategy

52%

67%

1

Management

5

79%

Project
management

53%

% of total job postings
under the digital
transformation area

7

2

Leadership

Digital literacy

40%

3

6

Team
management

Project
management

4

63%

Responsibility

55%

43%

68%

1

Management

5

77%

Communication

52%

3

Responsibility

4

68%

Team
management

55%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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4.

ESG leader

Social economic development (SED)
Role activities

Key skills

Appraisals of current projects and how that links to internal work

Miranda

Understand how communities will evolve in a certain timeframe
(government/political changes and how that would affect investments
coming into the country)

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Community negotiation

Identify cost
of inaction

Identify risk/
opportunity

Connect to the wider community and build partnerships (public/private)
Apply inclusion &
diversity to strategy

Determine the investments that would need to taken
(based on risks and opportunities)

Miranda has a passion for helping and developing
people. With a background in economics and
social development, Miranda has acquired a
variety of skills including engagement,
negotiation and technical knowledge.
With a marked increase in organizations
committing to ESG efforts, demand for this
role continues to rise. However, SkyHive
analysis shows a mismatch between the broadbased soft and technical skills employers are
looking for and those listed in candidates’
resumes. Employers could build capability in
these roles from candidates with demonstrable
management and communication skills (both
in strong supply) who are willing to upskill in
the social economic development area.

Leading how the company will integrate the projects they are
undertaking with their wider ESG framework (ability to translate from
traditional corporate social responsibility work into ESG narrative)

Business
transformation

Review infrastructure and workers communications
(grievance mechanisms etc.)

Geopolitical
knowledge

Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job
postings under
the social economic
development area

Strategic
thinking

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Budget
management

Leadership

27%

6

Supervision

28%

47%

1

Management

5

73%

Interpersonal

31%

4

% of total job
postings under
the social economic
development area

7

2

Reporting

Communication

27%

3

6

Communication

Project
management

44%

Customer
experience
management

36%

35%

1

47%

Project team
management

Management

5

72%

Coordination

36%

3

4

44%

Planning

38%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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5.

ESG leader

Circular economy/sustainability
Role activities

Key skills

Surveying external environment, industry-related circular economy
research and shaping circular strategy

Melissa

Identifying emerging risks/managing risk and providing
relevant expertise

With organizations aspiring to make their value
chains more sustainable, the demand for roles
related to the circular economy is increasing
while supply remains limited. Although this
is an emerging role, many of its fundamental
capabilities—safety, environmental compliance,
regulatory compliance and environmental
management—are mainstream. Employers should
look for candidates with these more common
skills to begin building out circular economy
capabilities in their organization.

Generate innovative ideas relevant to sustainability
(e.g., decarbonization)

Research
skills

Supply chain
knowledge

Communication
skills

Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply

6

Analytical
thinking

Influence skills

Understand client perspectives/trends/needs and work to achieve
requirements (relevant to future demand across value chain)
and build partnerships

% of total job postings
under the circular economy/
sustainability area

Negotiation skills

Sustainability
knowledge

Current state review of operations/processes and identifying
pain points and how best to mitigate

Melissa has a passion for the environment and
a background in sustainability and how it can
be applied to the supply chain. She is motivated
to work for a company with a ‘green’ culture.

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Project team
management

Regulatory
compliance

30%

Supervision

33%

53%

1
Safety

5

55%

Reporting

33%

% of total job postings
7
under the circular economy/
sustainability area
Environmental

38%

6

Environmental
management

Project team
management

51%

Environmental
compliance

36%

Regulatory
compliance

science

3

4

2

39%

52%

1

Environmental
management

5

58%

Communication

41%

3

Environmental
compliance

4

48%

Safety

44%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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6.

ESG leader

Climate change science
Role activities

Key skills

Risk management activities (e.g., assess impact on infrastructure/
commercial risk assessment)

Steve

Advisory to business leaders/roles and integration to other
programs/enterprise architecture

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Climate change science

Change
management

Leadership
skills

Change advocacy (rally people that issues are critical to deal with)
External stakeholder management

Steve’s background in natural sciences provides
a wealth of knowledge related to climate change
and risk/stakeholder management. He wants to
work for a company with sustainability as a priority.
With recent announcements from global leaders
to set carbon neutrality targets and introduce
climate-related legislation, many organizations
are seeking to build up their climate capabilities,
from a limited talent pool, to retain the right to
operate. While knowledge of climate change
science is important, these roles also encompass
widely available skills, including: management,
business strategy, communication and planning.
Internal or external candidates with these
capabilities—including returning ‘boomerang’
employees—could upskill to develop a climate
change specialization.

Risk
management

Influence skills

Research and insights inside/outside of the industry

Social political
knowledge

Communication
skills

Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the climate change
science area

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Time
management

Business
strategy

38%

6
Planning

39%

56%

1

Management

5

81%

Leadership

45%

% of total job postings
under the climate change
science area

7

2

Adaptability

Business
strategy

36%

3

6

Responsibility

Leadership

4

52%

Communication

47%

37%

1

53%

Management

5
Planning

62%

40%

3

Communication

4

50%

Work
collaboratively

44%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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7.

Geopolitically adept

Government relations
Role activities

Key skills
Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Surveying political/historical environment for countries where
company operates and identify risks/opportunities

Samir

Engage with government to support the business in implementing
its strategy
Understanding culture and make decisions/build partnerships
on that basis (locally/internationally)

Samir has an interest in building business
relationships. He is motivated by his ability
to influence the industries and work in a
challenging environment.
In the last 48 months, some countries have
taken isolationist positions as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which has had profound
effects on supply chains. Across the industries,
this role will become more important over time
as organizations need to articulate their ESG
strategies to local and federal governments.
Employers should search for candidates with
skills in government relations, management,
communication and coordination to ensure
an adequate pipeline of skilled candidates.

Commercial decisionmaking ability

Geopolitical
knowledge

Emotional
intelligence

Social
intellect

Influence skills

Build relationship/partnership and to have social intellect (soft-skills
for building these relationships)

Communication
skills

Adaptability

Support social performance of the company
Relationship building

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the government
relations area
6

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Research

Management

40%

1

Government
relations

Leadership

49%

82%

5

84%

Public relations

49%

% of total job postings
under the government
relations area

7

2

Prioritization

Management

37%

3

6

Communication

Leadership

4

56%

Coordination

51%

40%

1

67%

Government
relations

5

78%

Coordination

43%

3

Communication

4

58%

Business
strategy

57%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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8.

Geopolitically adept

Safety/disaster risk management (SRM)
Role activities

Key skills

Jada

Set up disaster risk management within the context of future
scenarios (conflict/geopolitical strife/intensity of climate change)
Connect the wider regulatory guidelines/standards to how
these risk strategies are implemented

Jada has a wide array of knowledge in risk/
stakeholder management. She is motivated
to become a leader in the field and passionate
about improving safety.
While not a traditionally “emerging” role,
new technologies and policies have been
redefining physical safety and mental well-being
for mining and metals employees across the
globe. With safety at the forefront of operations,
employing talent in this area will be key to
retaining the right to operate and attracting
future talent. If safety-focused talent becomes
scarce, employers should look for upskilling
candidates who already have overlapping skills
in management, responsibility, communication
and coordination.

Knowledge of
geopolitical landscape

Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

Undertake climate resilience/risk mitigation work as part
of disaster risk management

Communication
skills

Analytical
thinking

Innovation
mindset

Influence skills

Quantify the risks of inaction (cost of inaction if certain measures
aren’t put in place)
Identify key partners/entities who can mitigate the risks
(implement mitigation strategies)

Technical SRM
capability

Knowledge of
security risk

Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply
% of total job postings
under the safety/disaster
risk management area
6

Labor market - Skill demand
7

2

Coordination

Responsibility

40%

Communication

42%

56%

1

Management

5

75%

Leadership

43%

4

% of total job postings
under the safety/disaster
risk management area

7

2

Planning

Responsibility

38%

3

6

Supervision

Work
collaboratively

45%

Case
management

44%

40%

1

66%

Management

5

80%

Coordination

45%

3

Leadership

4

51%

Communication

47%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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9.

Geopolitically adept

Strategic policy
Role activities

Key skills
Key skills identified by
core group & interviewees

External stakeholder management
Market/geopolitical scenarios analysis

Maria

Policy area knowledge

Critical thinking
skills

Strategy design and influence management

Ability to
learn

Risk management
Drive internal/external collaboration

Maria is a personable and influential individual
with a background in public policy. She would like
to use her knowledge and communication skills
to build networks and transform the organization.
Constant changes to the geopolitical landscape
and shifting priorities have meant skillsets
of candidates in this more traditional role do
not always reflect specific demand from the
industries. External candidates with skills in
research, communication and management
present suitable core capabilities to be upskilled
into this role, with potential to then build specific
industry-relevant skills within the organization.

Research
skills

Influence skills

Communication
skills

Adaptability

Stakeholder management

Labor market - Skill supply

Labor market - Skill demand

% of total job postings
under the strategic
policy area

7

2

Planning

Management

29%

6

Renewable
energy

32%

1

60%

Research

5

64%

Leadership

35%

% of total job postings
under the strategic
policy area

7

2

Leadership

Communication

37%

3

6

Communication

Policy
management

4
Business
strategy

46%

44%

38%

1

48%

Management

5

68%

Coordination

40%

3

Research

4

46%

Work
collaboratively

41%

Source: SkyHive Analysis of Global Labour Market Data (August 2021)
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3 Future talent journeys
The new types of future talent will
also traverse different career journeys.
Mining and metals companies will need
to adapt to the idea that future talent
journeys are not linear. The emergence
of the gig economy and talent constantly
looking for the next best opportunity
means companies should adjust their
traditional conceptions regarding career
pathways and engage with potential talent
as early as possible to ensure talent
succession into the future.

In this environment, new talent management strategies
will be required, including:
• Defining a set of principles for a new talent architecture
• Defining career journeys that originate long before
people reach the industries, from higher education
or even high school
• Mapping the gig economy as much as the
career pathway
• Introducing new employee value propositions (EVPs)

The talent journeys that follow track
the potential experience of three of
the personas that were just defined,
each from a different scenario.
They illustrate what the personas
are doing at each stage of their career
as well as what they are thinking,
and the opportunities for the industries
to attract, retain and upskill/reskill
talent at each stage.

targeted at different aspirations and priorities
• Upskilling internal talent who lack traditional
qualifications but have the right aptitude or
capacity to learn
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High-tech leader: Journey to the future
This future talent journey would be expected for someone with formal qualifications who wants to reskill within the industries.

Laura’s journey - Artificial intelligence
High school

University

Recruitment

Onboarding

“How can I
differentiate myself?”

Key moments

“I enjoy working
with computers.”

STEM
subjects

“I want to work in a
challenging industry.”

Bachelor
of computer
science
Industry
internship

“I want to be
entrepreneurial
in the future.”

Opportunities

• Early scholarships
• Mentoring

“Why should I work
in this industry?”

• AI community
of practice

• Establishing networks

• Government
engagement

• Industry/educational
partnerships

• Internships
• Industry/educational
partnerships

Community
of interest

Offer

“I want the industry
to approach me.”

“What can I expect
to learn?”

Operations
mentor

Onboarding
process

“What do I need to know
about my role?”

Early role

Reskilling

“I want to learn as
much as I can, quickly.”

“I’d like to learn
from experts.”

“Who should I reach
out to for help?”

“I don’t want my
career to lag.”

Ability to
contribute

Specialist
training

“I want to make
a difference.”

“I’m motivated to
continue growing here.”

Excels in
new role

Personal
plan

“I want my voice
to be heard.”

Management role

Company exit

“How can I support
my team?”

“I don’t want to
burn bridges.”

“I’ve accrued a
lot of leave.”

“I’d return on a
short-term contract.”

AI
manager
role

Offer

Tackle
challenges
Operations
exposure

Progression

“I want to mentor
new talent.”

Independent
contractor
Develops
new skills

“How can I continue
to grow?”

Company
advocate

“I want to try
something new.”

“I don’t want a traditional
recruitment process.”
• Robust EVP
• Total rewards
• Crowdsource
recruitment
• Upskill hiring leaders
• Leadership selection
process

• Graduate/trainee
program
• Compliance training
• Networking
• Initial exposure
to operations
• Operations mentor

• Buddy program

• Reduce bureaucracy

• Mentorship programs

• Postgraduate strategic
partnerships

• Culture of showing
how people make
a difference
• Ongoing exposure
to operations

• Talent retention
strategies
• Total rewards

• Leave programs
• Leadership
development programs

• Gig economy roles
for alumni
• Networking

• Reskilling programs

• Mentorship programs

• Exit interviews

• Role transparency/
mobility

• Flexible working

• Talent retention
strategies

• Talent pipeline strategy

Transforming future talent in mining and metals
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ESG leader: A new challenge
This future talent journey would be expected for someone who has been working an ESG-related role in a different
industry and is transitioning into the mining and metals industries.

Miranda’s journey - Social economic development (SED)
High school

University

External role

Application

Recruitment

Onboarding

Initial role

“I’m interested
in conservation.”

“I’m not considering
this industry.”

“I want a
challenging and
forward-thinking
industry.”

“I prefer a
non-traditional
application.”

“Interviews
are boring.”

“I feel a little lost.”

“What’s next?”

“How can I
add value?”

“I aspire to become
a leader.”

Key moments

Biology,
math, art

Environmental
studies,
humanities

Bachelor
of social &
economic
policy

SED
officer

AI skills
mapping

LinkedIn
post

Role
visibility

Alternative
industry

Industry
networking

Nontraditional
interview

Company
networking

Volunteering

Opportunities

• Strategic
partnerships
with schools
• Inclusion
and diversity

Management role

Company exit

“I feel valued.”

“How can I support
my team?”

“I don’t want to burn
any bridges.”

Promotion
candidate

SED
manager
role

Specialized
ESG role

Specialization
Environmental
studies minor

“I want to contribute
to positive change.”

Personal
plan

Promotion

“I don’t want to
be a statistic.”

“I want an industry
that aligns to
my values.”

• On-campus
advertising
• Internships
• Curriculum

• Volunteering

Transforming future talent in mining and metals

“I want my long-term
goals to be valued.”
• Robust EVP
• Total rewards

• Crowdsource
recruitment
• Traditional
advertising
• Cross-industry/
company
opportunities

Career
counselor
Horizontal
move

“How can I express
myself during
recruiting?”

• SkyHive integration
• Support for
hiring leaders
• Interview alternatives

“Who should I
connect with?”

“I want to support
newcomers.”
“I’d like different
pathways.”

• Mentorship
programs

• Pathway
transparency

• Networking

• Succession planning

• ESG-related training

• Individual
development plan

Positive
outcomes

“What are my new
responsibilities?”
“How can I become
more qualified?”

• Retention strategies

• Leadership programs

• Total rewards

• Mentorship programs
• Strategic partnerships
for postgraduate study

New
company

“How can I stay
in touch?”

• Return to industry
programs
• Pilot specialization
roles
• Talent retention
strategies
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Geopolitically adept: Beginning anew
This future talent journey would be expected for someone with no formal education, but with the knowledge to contribute
to roles that typically require it.

Jada’s journey - Safety/disaster risk management (SRM)
High school

First role

Application

Recruitment

“I can’t afford
university.”

“I’m not considering
this industry.”

“Where should
I apply?”

“What kind of training
can I expect?”

“Are my skills
recognized in lieu
of a degree?”

“Will I receive a
formal education?”

Key moments

Psychology
Operational
role

Environmental
studies
Technical
courses

“What can I do
without a degree?”

Opportunities

“My skillset can
be used in various
industries.”
• Strategic
partnerships with
schools
• Inclusion
and diversity
• Scholarships for
disadvantaged
students

Internal
job board

Offer
Degree
required

SRM
interest

“I want an industry
that aligns to
my values.”

Further
education
opps

“I want to
prove myself.”

“I’m excited for
the opportunity.”

“How can I ensure
I’m meeting
expectations?”

AI skills
mapping

“Will my lack of
a degree affect
my career?”

• Robust EVP

• Job fairs

• SkyHive integration

• Training for those
with no formal
education

• Internal job boards

• Established talent
pipeline
• Skill gap
identification
• Assessment centers

Mentor

Close
supervision

“How can I get off
on the right foot?”

• Online advertising
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Early role

SRM
training

• Cross-industry/
company
opportunities

• University
sponsorship

Onboarding

“What is expected
of me?”

• Graduate/trainee
programs

“Who can I contact
for support?”
“Where can I use
my skills?”

New role

Promotion

Management role

Company exit

“My peers seem
to be moving ahead
of me.”

“I would like to
further specialize
in SRM.”

“How can I support
my team?”

“There is a great
opportunity
elsewhere.”

High
performer

“What does it take
to progress?”

• Upskilling programs

• Buddy programs

• Mentorship
programs

• Post-graduate
education

• Mentoring

• Reskilling

• Cross-industry/
company
opportunities

• Compliance/
technical training

• Site rotations

Specialized
role

SRM
manager
role

New
company

SRM
experience

• P2P learning center

• Networking

Promotion
candidate

AI skills
mapping

“I want to support
individuals like me.”

• Talent retention
strategies
• Transparent
promotion
• Total rewards

Positive
outcomes

“What are my new
responsibilities?”
“How can I become
more qualified?”
• Leadership programs
• Mentorship programs
• Specialization through
education

Interest in
part-time

“Can I continue
in this company?”

• Alumni employment
programs
• Employee retention
strategies
• Gig economy

• Ethical AI
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6 EVP dimensions
The industries need different employee
value propositions (EVPs) to attract and
retain the best and brightest people.

Audit of recruitment ads for mining and metals companies

Research indicates that Gen Z perceptions of the
mining industry can be relatively negative.5 Social and
environmental issues are at the forefront of Gen Z’s value
set: 88% say they care about these issues and think
companies have a powerful role to play in addressing their
concerns.6 In 2019, Instagram and YouTube (not LinkedIn)
were the top channels these future employees used for
learning about or participating in these issues.
An audit of industry recruitment ads found mining
and metals companies are aware of the power of
sustainability and diversity to attract future talent.
However, what they may not realize is that a competitive
salary is now less important than being able to make
a difference at a societal and environmental level.
Three-quarters of Gen Z rank purpose ahead of
paycheck.7 While EVPs will differ by geography,
depending on local job markets and cultural
expectations, traditional EVPs are likely to become
increasingly irrelevant for future generations.
Transforming future talent in mining and metals

Source: Accenture analysis of careers web sites for select mining and metals companies
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The industries need to not only diversify messaging to attract
and retain future talent, but also broaden their social media
footprint to ensure their messaging reaches target audiences

Gen Z has mixed perceptions
of the mining industry

What would attract you to work in
the mining and metals industries?

and their ESG progress is better understood.

Why will future talent join the industries?

11%

Are interested in working in the mining industry

45%

Improve society and environment

Qualitative interviews and a quantitative LinkedIn survey
revealed future workers have a strong desire to join the
industries to make a difference.

63%

Believe mining is environmentally destructive

Three-quarters of Gen Z rank purpose
ahead of paycheck.

37%

Believe mining is an equal opportunity employer

59%

Transforming future talent in mining and metals

26%

Competitive total rewards

16%

Inclusive and diverse workplace

13%

Say they know nothing at all about mining careers

Career stability and progression

Source: Youth Insight, Student Edge, 2018

Source: Accenture LinkedIn survey
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What do employees want?
Future talent is looking to mining and metals employers to help meet their fundamental human
needs, expressed in six dimensions. While the emphasis on these six dimensions will change
by geography or culture, Accenture research found that 64% of a person’s potential is
influenced by whether or not they feel better off across these six dimensions.

Conversely, less than 9% can be explained by education,
tenure, level, industry, geography and company size.
As employers boost these dimensions and create
meaningful and trusting relationships with employees,
they see an increase in business performance.

Financial

Being financially
secure without undue
economic stress or
worry and having
equitable opportunity
for future stability
and advancement.

Emotional
& mental

Feeling positive emotions
and maintaining mental
wellness.

Relational

Employable

Having marketable,
in-demand capabilities
and skills to obtain
good jobs and advance
in a career.

Purposeful

64%

of work potential is
influenced by these
six dimensions

Feeling that one makes a
positive difference to the world
and that life has meaning and
a greater sense of purpose
beyond oneself.

Transforming future talent in mining and metals

Feeling a strong
sense of belonging
and inclusion;
having many
strong personal
relationships.

Physical

Being in good
physical health
and equipped to
take on normal
daily stresses.
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EVP dimension

Employees are:

Purposeful:

• Motivated by exciting roles, an inclusive company culture and influencing opportunities

Feeling that one makes a positive difference

• Offered clear responsibilities and empowered to succeed with training, mentoring, peer-to-peer learning and engaging processes

to the world and that life has meaning and

• Inspired by the opportunity to make a difference in a challenging industry by driving towards sustainability targets

a greater sense of purpose beyond oneself.

• Given measurable ESG and diversity organizational goals
• Encouraged to innovate by a culture shift and profit sharing

Financial:
Being financially secure without undue economic

• Attracted to total rewards, including flexible work, further education, streamlined pathways, hazard pay and research
and development incentives

stress or worry and having equitable opportunity

• Evaluated transparently, using performance management systems and ethical AI to support fair promotions

for future stability and advancement.

• Treated fairly, with equality of treatment and pay
• Given job stability with permanent roles and guaranteed hours

Relational:

• Encouraged to collaborate through networking, teamwork, community engagement and impact investment

Feeling a strong sense of belonging

• Part of a socially responsible organization that proactively works towards having an ethical supply chain,
being a sustainable business and investing responsibly

and inclusion; having many strong
interpersonal relationships.

• Supported by a strong culture of inclusion and diversity with cultural holidays, disability awareness, diverse leadership
and accessible workplaces

Employable:

• Constantly learning via training in both soft and technical skills, mentoring and post-graduate education opportunities

Having marketable, in-demand capabilities and skills
to obtain good jobs and advance in a career.

• Offered clear pathways and ongoing career development in an essential industry with a variety of future roles, global opportunities
and high mobility

Emotional and mental:

• Empowered to achieve a work-life balance with flexible leave options, flex work, gig work, onsite childcare and support channels

Feeling positive emotions and maintaining

• Autonomous, utilizing flexible shifts, dynamic scheduling and remote work options

mental wellness.

Physical:

• Encouraged to prioritize their well-being with on-site doctors, gym facilities, health screening and psychological support

Being in good physical health and equipped

• Kept safe, supported by a strong safety culture, world-class processes and equipment, hazard training
and inclusive personal protective equipment

to take on normal daily stresses.
Transforming future talent in mining and metals
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How do the industries need to change?
Before the pandemic, most organizational
leaders were only investing in the ‘employable’
and ‘financial’ EVP dimensions. But these alone
are not enough. Meeting workers’ emotional,
relational, purposeful and physical needs are
also of utmost importance—whether we’re
in crisis mode or not.

Accenture research found that five practices around
these dimensions improve revenue growth by unlocking
workforce potential:

1

Enable continuous learning to ensure a future-ready
workforce where employees can see clear career
pathways and feel supported to develop new skills
to move into future-facing roles.

2
3

Listen to people on the front lines and empower
them with real-time data from assets and operations.
Use technology to enable flexible work
arrangements rather than static work rosters to better
suit the needs of the future workforce, enabling a more
diverse workforce.

4

Champion workforce well-being and equality
across the various workforce segments enabled by
a new leadership and culture DNA.

5

Set and share people metrics to be transparent
and accountable for diversity and equality, and work
with ecosystem partnerships to create one voice for
the future workforce.

Transforming future talent in mining and metals
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5 Strategic talent
sourcing pathways
SkyHive modelling—mapping skills supply
and demand—shows the traditional mining
and metals approach of buying talent will
no longer be adequate to resource the
workforce of the future. Instead, companies
will need to adapt, with build, borrow, bot
and boomerang strategies. Each company
will need to select the best mix of sourcing
pathways, depending on its future skills
requirements, skills availability in adjacent
markets and current skills base.

Transforming future talent in mining and metals

EVP dimension
SkyHive’s initial labor supply and demand modelling used
Australia as its proxy region. While the directional results
apply globally, overlaying different country scenarios
yields small jurisdictional variations. For example, the
working group expects a greater supply of ESG talent
in Europe, but not in South America, Australia or Africa.
Whereas, an excess supply of policy talent is likely in
Africa, compared with Europe. In Latin America, emerging
technology skillsets may have a different supply pattern.
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Future workforce roles in the mining and metals industries
Buy

Buy & Build

These roles are currently in high supply
and demand relative to other listed roles.

Machine Operator

Our modelling suggests these emerging

Supply

Project Officer

Buy/Boomerang to Build or Borrow

Build

the need for specialist technology or
ESG skills increase. Given their current
scarcity, organizations should begin

Gvt. Relations
Specialist

building these roles to ensure a future
pipeline or alternatively borrow where the
role is required only temporarily. Similarly,
companies could look to reacquire
previous employees (boomerang) to fulfill

suggesting companies need to build these
roles into their organizations now.

organizations need to prioritize building
these skills now. Where possible, companies

Digital Project Manager
Environmental Consultant

Geoscientist

is possible as workforces change shape,

Given the scarcity of talent in this quadrant,

Data Scientist

roles will soon see surging demand as

However, a sudden future supply contraction

should look to borrow these roles from
adjacent industries and look for candidates

Policy Analyst

where current talent can be upskilled.

AI Developer
Climate Change Consultant

Demand

Disaster Risk Reduction Officer

temporary requirements.

Key
Absolute job openings relative to job seekers.
~X10 Higher

~X20 Higher

~X30 Higher

~X40 Higher

High-Tech Leader

ESG Leader

Geopolitically Adept

Source: SkyHive modelling, based on Australian data from August 2021.
Listed roles are mapped relative to the supply/demand of the Project Officer.
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1

Buy

2

Build

As future roles demand new skillsets, mining and metals

Where supply is lacking for future competencies, mining

companies will increasingly need to hire from adjacent

and metals companies will have no choice but to start

industries—or use acquisitions to gain new skills and

building internal pathways to develop, upskill or reskill

knowledge. To attract talent from other industries, and retain

internal talent. This will require organizations to move

acquired employees, organizations must also build flexibility

beyond providing technical certifications and build lifelong

into workforce models. For example, it will be important to

learning as a core muscle. Companies must create as

make previously “set in stone” shift systems responsive to

many upskilling opportunities as possible, including using:

individual needs—rather than the other way around. This

individual-focused, continuous training (via massive open

means companies will also need to revisit and significantly

online courses); strategic, large-scale digital programs; and

change their talent and leadership architecture to be able

mentoring and reverse-mentoring schemes. More visible

to operate in a new paradigm of work for the industries.

internal career paths will be critical to help employees
identify and work towards future role opportunities.
Organizations can also build talent externally by: partnering
with universities to establish talent communities, where
people with common skills and passions connect to hear

Hypothetical role journey to build future skills
Using SkyHive modelling, we can see the power of upskilling
to transform a technology consultant into an AI developer
and, eventually, into an analytics manager or a machine
learning engineer (see next page). Roles with at least a
30-40% match are recommended for a ‘build’ pathway.

Mining and metals companies will
have no choice but to start building
internal pathways to develop, upskill
or reskill internal talent.

from industry leaders; holding hackathons based around
industry issues; or tapping into candidate motivators
through environmental and community work.

Transforming future talent in mining and metals
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Hypothetical role journey for AI developer
Prior role

Current role

Future role

Technology Consultant - 65% Match

AI Developer - Laura

Analytics Manager - 70% Match

• Information technology management

• Business strategy

• Consulting

• Project team management

• Management

• Customer experience management

• Responsibility

• Work collaboratively

• Communication

• Digital literacy

Graduate Researcher - 49% Match
• Management

• Work collaboratively

• Responsibility

• Adaptability

• Communication

• Leadership

• Training

• Scientific research

• Research

• Creativity

R&D Engineer - 45% Match
• Responsibility

• IT management

• Management

• Adaptability

• Communication

• Leadership

• Manufacturing

• Project team management

• Recruiting

• Safety

IT Technician - 43% Match
• Management

• Troubleshooting

• Responsibility

• Customer experience management

• Communication

• IT CMP hardware implementation

• Training

• Customer service

• IT management

Supervision
Financial management

• Coordination

• Finance

• Data analysis

• Basic banking

• Budget management

• Data collection

• Marketing

• Economics

• Reporting

• Google Analytics

Prioritization
Software implementation
Writing code
Digital literacy

Machine Learning Engineer - 65% Match
• Data analysis

• Scala

• Reporting

• Scikit-learn software

• Data model testing

• Linux operating system

• Engineering report development

• C/C++ programming language

• Accounting system design

• Apache Hadoop

Database architecture
Consulting
Mathematics
Software development

Data Warehouse Architect - 62% Match
• Data analysis

• Data model testing

• Reporting

• Database implementation

• Warehousing

• Information management

• Electronic data processing

• Scala

• Database design

• NoSQL

Software Architect - 56% Match

Control systems
Traffic systems
SQL

• Planning

• Verbal communication

• Financial management

• Coordination

• Sales

• Marketing

• Customer service

• Detailed design

• Coaching

• Consulting

Source: SkyHive Labor Market Intelligence Tool.
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3

Borrow

4

Bot

5

Boomerang

Where demand fluctuates, for example in emerging technology

Specialized mechanical roles (e.g., machine operators)

Mining and metals companies have an opportunity to harness

or policy roles, skills can be borrowed from other parts of an

and repetitive tasks (e.g., data processing) lend themselves

talent in their alumni communities by making it easy to come

organization—or potentially borrowed from industry talent

to automation and will likely disappear. Other roles will be

back in a new role or advisory capacity. A sharing economy

pools in a sharing economy model. Just as the airlines share

augmented by automation, with AI feeding insights to humans

talent solution is also available for alumni: A mine’s downtime

crew from a common bank of pre-certified, qualified and

to support decision-making and give people higher-value work.

could be aligned across different organizations, allowing

safety-checked individuals, so the mining and metals industries

Automation will in turn give rise to new roles, creating demand

people to work horizontally across the industry, rather than

have an opportunity to create their own talent banks for

for workers with analytical skills. Artificial intelligence, machine

vertically in just one mining or metals entity. It may also

scarce skills with volatile demand. This will require industry-

learning and process-automation experts will be needed to

be possible to partner with other companies to share

level collaboration to gain visibility of the talent marketplace

oversee new ways of working.

upskilling resources. Where organizations have different

and agreement on skill and certification requirements.

learning opportunities, an employee education exchange
in a “learn and return” model would be an efficient use
of industry learning resources.

“We need a partnering approach to develop new talent
for the industries at scale.”
Gastón Carrión
Managing Director – APAC Talent & Organization/Human Potential Lead, Accenture
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10 Shifts to transform
future talent
Different future operating models
in the mining and metals industries
will introduce a range of emerging
roles requiring new skillsets. In this
environment, supply and demand
modelling makes it clear that traditional
workforce practices are no longer
relevant. To reach, acquire and retain
the talent of the future, mining and
metals companies must map emerging
roles, develop EVPs for a broader and
more diverse workforce and adopt
a multipronged sourcing approach.
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Talent
consortium
Future
skill
mapping

New skilling
Talent
marketplaces

Blended
sourcing
strategies

3

Talent
pool
sharing
Flexible working
models
New leadership
and culture

Early career
engagement

Personalized
employee value
propositions

Develop a “grow and deploy”
model at an industry level

2

Redesign talent and
leadership frameworks

1

Transform talent journeys
and organization architecture

ESG
Digital & data-enabled
Inclusion & diversity
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As a priority, mining and metals companies need to evolve their approaches at three levels:
1

Transform talent journeys and
organization architecture

• Adopt a mix of sourcing strategies—making increasing
use of build, borrow, bot and boomerang—and establish
the operating model and mindsets to enable people to
transition into roles across the business to meet demand.
• Start careers engagement in high school and expand
pathways to include those without traditional qualifications.
• Create personalized EVPs relevant to the individual in
their career journey to attract and retain diverse talent,
with a focus on purpose and flexibility.

2

Redesign talent and
leadership frameworks

• Develop talent marketplaces that support internal
mobility at scale based on skills frameworks.
• Balance specialist skills with general skills to support
mobility and the creation of cross-disciplinary teams.
• Look at flexible working models, including dynamic
rostering where possible.

3

Develop a “grow and deploy” model
at an industry level

• Map future skills at an industry level and better
understand career journeys.
• Compete as a consortium against other industries
to attract scarce talent.
• Partner with peers to develop sharing economy
models for learning and talent.

• Redesign leadership and culture frameworks—
with inclusion and diversity at the core—to support
innovation and agility.

The mining and metals industries have a window of opportunity to collaborate in preparation
for the cyclical skills shortages ahead. For many organizations, making these changes will require
a change of leadership mindset and cultural evolution.
To take the first step in understanding how this will affect your company,
visit the Global Talent Innovation Initiative microsite, which is coming soon.

Transforming future talent in mining and metals
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